
INTRODUCTION 
The greatest natural disaster in Rodentia, the walnut apocalypse, has destroyed the squirrel 
city in the Oak Forest. Facing the crisis, the leaders of each species gather for the first time 
since the Treaty of Rodentia (Bite & Write), hoping to agree on the place and shape of a city 
for all rodents, “Rodentia Dreaming”. Nevertheless, each leader has their own agenda, and it 
won’t be long until this becomes a new power struggle.  

GOAL OF THE GAME 
Get as many influence points as possible over the city of Rodentia Dreaming, by selecting and 
managing the resources distributed each round among the leaders and assigning them to 
development areas, fulfilling city development goals. 

COMPONENTS 
 

-5 6-sided dice 

-5 different-colored markers 

-5 resource distribution boards: Warriors – orange; Sages – red; 
Guardians – blue; Builders – green; Politics – grey and Leader – 
wildcard. 

- 100 Species sheets 

-: military – orange; agriculture – blue; culture – red; quarry – 
green; politics - grey 

 

 - 1 City board 

The yellow area is for 2 players, the green one for 3 players 
and the purple area for 4 and 5 players. The trees represent 
landmarks that give additional victory points. 

There’s also an area to keep track of the rounds 

- 12 City development objective cards divided in three types. 

GAME SUMMARY 

On their turn, the players will write down the result of their dice throw in their distribution 
board; then they will pick a result that they will write on their species sheet and then pass the 
board to the player on their left. As they advance on their development areas, they will have 
the chance to take control of the different districts of the new city of Rodentia Dreaming.  

Whoever fulfills the city development objectives and get a better standing for their kind in 
Rodentia Dreaming will be the winner! 

 



SETUP 

- Give one pen and a species sheet to each player. 

- Place the dice and a city sheet on the center of the table. 

-Demarcate the area where the new city will be built, according to the number of 
players the map indicates the areas with the icon.  

- Each player writes a number in the development sheet in an area of their choosing – following 
their requisites –. Then, players shuffle their sheets and randomly deal one to each player. 

- Finally, shuffle and deal 1 city development card for each type.  

HOW TO PLAY 

The game is played through 6 rounds. On each of them, one player rolls all the dice. Next, each 
player writes down secretly each result on their resource boards as they choose.  

After this, each player chooses one of the values of the resource board and plays it on their 
development sheet in the corresponding development area (military / orange: agriculture and 
animal herding – settlement / blue; culture /grey: quarry and sawmill-buildings / wildcard). The 
number in the wildcard space may be crossed and used in any zone.  

Once everyone has played, pass the resource board to the player on your left and repeat the 
process of choosing a value, placing it on the development area in their sheet and then passing 
the resource board again to their left. 

Particularly in rounds IV, V and VI, after you cross out every number in the resource board, 
Influence Points (IPs) are tallied relative to the corresponding development objective card. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once every number in the board is crossed and the IPs are tallied in each players’ sheets (in the 
scoring phases), the round is over. Then, roll the dice again and begin a new round. 

 

After 6 rounds, the game is over. 

 

 

 

 



DEVELOPMENT AREAS 

Here we explain how to fill out each development area and how to obtain city badges 

a) Warriors:  

Write down the crossed value from the board on the military area, placing it 
on a cell adjacent to a number. The value must be exactly 1 unit larger or 
smaller than the one already on the board. You can add the wildcard number 
even if it is crossed out. The example shows a 9 written next to an 8.  

When you complete every number in a row, you get a shield that you mark in 
your city badges; they represent your warrior contribution to the city. 

b) Sages:  

Write down the crossed number from the board onto the sage’s area, in any 
available space, starting from the lowest row, filling it out before starting with 
the next one. The numbers on the row must be unique, but you can repeat 
numbers in different rows. The numbers on the upper rows must be larger 
than the ones immediately below them.  

Upon completing a row, you are awarded a book – which you write down on 
your city badges; they represent your knowledge contribution to the city. 

c) Guardians in the forest: 

Write down the crossed-out number of the guardian board and the wildcard 
number (unless there’s no wildcard), each one starting from the bottom row 
working your way up. Each new number must be placed adjacent to a previously 
written number. You need to start placing numbers beside the trees on each 
new row. 

On each side of the trees, you can form three-of-a-kind groups (on the right 
side) or straight consecutive numbers (on the left).  

When you complete the row, you get a tree which you will mark on the city badges. They 
represent your tree contribution to the city. 

d) Builders: 

You can place numbers adjacent to the quarry icon in the center of 
the quadrant or adjacent to a previously written number.  You may 
write one of 2 values: either the crossed-out value or the sum of it 
plus the number of citizens.  

-After you place a number on the building’s quadrant, you can draw 
a building if you follow the form and value criteria: 

- Values larger than 8 (can repeat): build a district.  

- Values larger than 6 (can repeat):              build a military building. 

- Values larger than 7 (can repeat):         build a market.  

- Repeated values:          build a burrow.  
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- Consecutive values (not necessarily in order):            harvest forest.  

When you complete a building, you are awarded a hammer, which you mark on your city badges. 
They represent your building contribution to the city. 

 e) Citizens:  

Cross-out in the citizen zone the same number crossed-out in the 
resource board.  

When you completely fill a row, you get a citizen, which you will 
circle. Afterwards, you may add the number of citizens to the value 
selected in the builders and sages’ areas. 

 

 Nuts 

whenever you don’t want to or can’t write down the number crossed-out on the 
resource board, you may mark two acorns with a /; On the following rounds, you 
will be able to cross them again forming an X to modify the crossed-out number 
on the resource board by +1/-1.  

 
 
 

CITY BADGES 

Whenever a player gets a pair of city badges 
(forming a domino tile), they must immediately 
draw it in the city board with his colored marker. 

 

 

If more than one player gets this on the same turn, the first one to place their tile will 
be the player with more citizens. If there’s a tie, the player with more warrior badges 
will be the first. If the tie persists, the player with more acorns prevails. 

At the end of the game, you get IPs for every type of city badge present in your city, 
considering the biggest number of badges of the same type placed adjacently times the 
number of citizens. You will also get 4 IPs if you have the biggest group of badges of 
every development area. 

Bonification 

In every development area you will find icons relative to other areas which are considered 
bonuses. If you write down a number on the icon of that bonus, be it warriors, quarry, politics, 
agriculture, or culture, you immediately write down a number of your choice in the 
corresponding zone, following the rules for that zone. Consecutive bonuses may be activated. 

 

 



END OF THE GAME 

Once the 6th round is over, IPs are tallied as follows: 

-MAP: For each development area, you get points equal to the biggest 
group of badges of the same kind (placed adjacently) times the number 
of citizens. You get an extra 4 IPs if you have the biggest badge group of 
every development area 

-TREES: 7 Points if you have the most badges around the central tree, 4 
IPs for the corner ones. In case of a tie, no one receives IPs. 

-Development Objectives: The sum of IPs scored at the end of rounds 4, 
5 and 6 through the objective cards. 

Finally, whomever has more IPs wins the game. In case of a tie, the player with more IPs on the 
map is the winner. If there’s still a tie, the number of IPs awarded on the previous rounds is 
considered. If the tie persists, players share the victory. 

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE CARDS 

The development objectives are checked at the end of each of the 3 final rounds of the game, 
as follows: 

ROUND IV 

 

Each warrior and guardian badge scores 4 IPs. 

 

 

 

Having at least 3 warrior and/or guardian badges scores 5 IPs. Score 10 IPs if you 
have both 

 

 

Having more guardian badges than the player to your right scores 5 IPs. For 
every unused acorn, score 1 IP. 

 

 

 

Having more warrior badges than the player to your right scores 5 IPs. For every 
unused acorn, score 1 IP 

 

 



ROUND V 

 

 Each citizen or builder badge scores 4 IPs. 

 

 

 

 

Having at least 3 citizen and/or builder badges scores 5 IPs. Having both scores 
10 IPs.  

 

 

 

 Having more builder badges than the player to your right scores 4 IPs. For 
every unused acorn, score 1 IP 

 

 

 Having more citizen badges than the player to your right scores 4 IPs. For every 
unused acorn, score 1 IP 

 

 

 

ROUND VI 

 

Every sage badge scores 3 IPs. Guardian, builders or 
warriors score 2 IPs. 

 

 

 

 Whoever gets all their warrior badges before the end of round VI gets 7 IPs. 
Also, duplicate the number of acorns gotten throughout the game. 

 

 

 



SOLO MODE: The squirrel and the B-A-Bot. 
The Beaver Engineers have achieved something untiders, have developed a B-A-Bot (a machine 
capable of making the best decisions), its representative brings it with it. Will you be able to 
make better decisions than this machine and develop your political agenda for the nascent 
city? 

COMPONENTS 
-5 6-sided dice 
-2 different-colored markers 
-5 resource distribution boards. 
-2 Species sheets. 
- 1 City board 
-12 City development objective cards. 
-10 B-a-bot cards. 
Preparation 
-In a Species sheet writes, Be-a-bot. and mark an X in the lower left box of sages. On the second 
Species sheet, write your name and mark an X in a development area other than sages, at your 
choice. 
-Shuffle the 10 cards of Be-A-Bot and forms his selection deck; In addition, shuffle and reveals 1 
development objective card of each type. 
 
HOW TO PLAY 
The game takes place in 6 rounds, each one made up of two phases: Assignment and Action. In 
each round the player will roll all the dice at once and then  
1. Assignment: Record the 5 results on your resource board. Next, arrange the dice in a row 
and take one card from the Be-a-bot deck for each one, always recording in the resource board 
section or the first free one from left to right. 
2.Action: Choose and cross out one of the values on the resource board and play on your 
development sheet in the corresponding area. Shuffle and take a card from the Be-a-bot deck 
and play in the indicated development area, always from bottom to top and from left to right 
(the rules of each development area do not apply to the Be-a-bot, they apply to the player). 
3. -Change the resource boards, and choose, cross out and play again on your development 
sheet as on the Be-a-bot. 
4. In the Rounds IV, V and VI, and after crossing all the numbers of the resources boards, 
influence points (IP) are counted in relation to the card of development objectives. 
Once all the numbers of the blackboards, and registered IP in the Species sheets, the round 
ends. After 6 rounds, the game is finalized, points of influence are counted by positioning in 
the city (see the end of the game), who has a greater number of points of influence will be 

the winner. 
 
City plates 
Whenever you or the Be-A-Bot get a couple of city plates (forming a domino), you immediately 
draw it on the city board. Dominions are preferably from the bottom up and from left to right 
horizontally, privileging always connecting the plates of the same type, so it is possible to 
locate them vertically if as a result, city plates of the same type are connected. 
 
 
 
 



B-a-Bots Cards 

 

The cards corresponding to the development areas, 
in the Assignment phase, allow the value of the die to 
be recorded in the corresponding section of the 
resource board. In the action phase they indicate the 
development area in which the number is recorded. 

 

 

 

 

 

The wild card, in the Assignment phase, allows the value of the die to be recorded 
in the wild card section of the resource board. In the action phase, it indicates that 
the number must be registered in the development area with the highest number 
of previously registered numbers, in the event of a tie, it is registered in the area at 
the top left, starting with warriors and ending with citizens. 

 

The cards of greater and lesser, in the Assignment phase, allow to 
record the value of the previously unregistered die of greater and 
lesser value -respectively- in the free space to the left of the resource 
board. In the action phase, it indicates that the number should be 
registered in the development area with the highest and lowest 
number of previously registered numbers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 









 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


